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Ten Years Later
SCOTT LEWIS

Covenant Students Reflect on September 11, 2001

by Austin Doctor
austin.doctor@covenant.edu

When the ﬁrst of the World Trade
Center towers was hit, my mom was
driving a minivan full of her overly
excited kids to the Kansas State Fair.
Receiving a call that a plane had been
ﬂown into the Trade Center, a skyscraper half a block from where my
uncle was working, my mom began
to cry. Our ﬁeld trip that day took a
back seat, and the minivan headed
for my grandparents’ nearby home.
My egocentric 11-year-old mind

David Filipov looks for a picture of his father at the Tribute WTC Visitor Center in NYC. This Sunday marks the 10th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks.
didn’t understand why it was being
ones. 9/11 was a sober awakenall morning and students were picked up
high school to pick her up that afternoon.
deprived of alligator wrestlers, funnel
ing to the fact that I am a single
by their parents. No one knew what was
There was a perfect view of the New York
cakes, and fried turkey legs. New
member of a greater whole.
going on, and it wasn't until the afternoon skyline from the highway, and the sky was
York City was a long way away from
that the principle called an assembly to
pitch black and filled with smoke. The rest
by Melanie Berg
me. It wasn’t until I was crammed
explain that a plane had crashed into the
of the afternoon, my family was glued to
melanie.berg@covenant.edu
on a couch with my grandma, mom,
Twin Towers. Students began to panic
the television as we got emails from family
and siblings glued to Fox News that
I've lived in Brooklyn, NY, my whole
and I became anxious, wondering if the
and friends who were concerned about us.
I began to realize the gravity of what
life, and up until August of 2001, my
Empire State Building, where my grandfa- We didn't hear from my dad until late in
was happening. The men and women father worked at the World Trade Center.
ther worked, would be hit. New York City the afternoon, and he had to walk home
in the towers and immediate area
I have fond memories of going to work
essentially shut down. No one could get in from Manhattan. New York City public
were dying. Families all over America, with him and staring up at the skylights.
or out of the city and the traffic made my
schools never close; I don't recall ever
like mine, were ﬁxated on their TV
September 11, 2001, was my first week of mother late picking me up from school.
having a snow day. I realized how serious
screens, praying for the safety of loved junior high. The classroom telephone rang I clearly remember driving to my sister's
things were when classes were cancelled

What’s the Deal with Neal?
by Rebekah Taft

rebekah.taft@covenant.edu

Early last week, the chapel department got an urgent call from Sri
Lanka. The news: Ajiith Fernando
would no longer be able to speak at
the Neal Conference on True Spirituality scheduled for September
12-16 at Covenant College.
Fernando’s replacement is
Reverend Kevin Smith, pastor of
Pinelands Presbyterian Church, an

ethnically and socioeconomically
diverse congregation in Miami,
Florida.
“Smith is a dynamic speaker and
he loves students,” said Christiana
Fitzpatrick, special programs and
mentoring coordinator for the Chapel Department. “He was at the top
of our list [for a replacement].”
The Neal Conference is an
annual event at Covenant made
possible by the family of former

Covenant student Chuck Neal.
The Neal Conference brings a guest
speaker and musician to Covenant’s
campus for a week-long examination of true spirituality.
Fernando, the national director
of Youth for Christ in Sri Lanka,
was booked over a year ago by
the Chapel Department and the
student-led Neal Conference Committee. He had to withdraw because
of a family emergency.

“We are fully supportive of his decision, but really sad that students
won’t get the chance to hear him,”
said Fitzpatrick.
Smith will be at Covenant
from September 14 to 16. During
that time, he will speak in chapel
Wednesday through Friday and give
a lecture on Thursday evening in
Mills 270/280.
Students will have plenty of
opportunity to interact with Smith

during the three days he is on
campus.
“We will have two lunches on
Wednesday and Thursday after
chapel for 20 students. It will be
an hour-long conversation where
students can ask Smith questions
about his life and ministry,” said
Fitzpatrick.
“Although we were anticipating Dr. Fernando as the lecturer
for this year’s Neal Conference,
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Welcoming New Professors
Cale Horne and Linnea Minich Join the Covenant Community
by Lindsay Burkholder
lindsay.burkholder@covenant.edu

The 2011 Covenant College school year
brings two new professors to the mountain,
both of whom are graduates of Covenant.
Cale Horne
For Dr. Cale Horne, the History and Politics
Department’s new political studies professor,
teaching at Covenant is quite a change from
his previous occupation.
Prior to his work at Covenant, Horne
worked for the International Center for
the Study of Terrorism at Penn State.
While there, he analyzed data for an empirical study of terrorism that tracked the
way terrorist groups adapt to changes over
time.
“It’s a bit of a different career path,”
Horne said, “but one that I’m very happy

with. It’s very, very different in good ways.”
Covenant’s emphasis on the preeminence
of Christ made the position doubly attractive to Horne, who has always appreciated
a liberal arts environment.
“I would not have wanted to go to just
any Christian liberal arts college,” Horne
said. “The college’s Reformed commitment
is a very serious draw. I’m a true believer in
integrating faith with what we do in our
disciplines.”
Horne graduated from Covenant in
2000 with an interdisciplinary studies major in history, philosophy, and
biblical studies. He received his master’s
degree in international studies from
the University of South Carolina, and a
doctorate in political science from the
University of Georgia.
But the man is more than a political

Faculty Quote of the Week

studies professor. Horne and his wife, Adrianna, have a 20-month-old son, Samuel, and
the couple is very involved in their church,
Cornerstone Presbyterian. He also enjoys the
works of Dostoevsky and Herman Wouk and
rides a scooter to work every morning.
Linnea Minich
Linnea Minich, the newest English professor,
has felt like part of the Covenant community
for a long time.
“I used to flip through the fliers when I
was a kid,” Minich said, laughing at her childhood dreams of attending the college.
Minich spent the tender years of 10
through 17 in Italy where her father served in
the military, but coming from a PCA family,
Covenant still seemed like the obvious choice.
These aspirations came true, and in 2005, she
graduated from Covenant with an English degree.

Shortly after, she attended graduate school
at the University of South Carolina, receiving
her masters in linguistics. ”I like the mathyness of it. I like patterns, but numbers are too
abstract,” Minich said. “Linguistics lets me
see the patterns in the world and kind of the
structure of the world.”
While there, she kept in touch with Jim Wildeman, Covenant’s recently retired English professor,
which is how she heard about the opening.
“It was just kind of a surprise thing that Covenant had a job that I could apply for,” Minich said.
Minich, who is hoping to get her doctorate in linguistics, is unsure about where the
next few years will lead her. “I’m definitely
happy to be here, and if God wants me to
be here, that would be a great opportunity,”
she said, “but I’m a part of Covenant College
whether I’m here or not.”

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“If this ends up in the Bagpipe, you all fail. I'm serious, if this goes into the Bagpipe, I will fail whoever submitted
it. I am not joking, I will flunk you out of every institution you've ever gone to, you will NOT graduate if this quote
shows up. My last [quote featured in the Bagpipe] was bad enough. If any more quotes show up in the Bagpipe, I
will find out who submitted it and they will fail every course I've ever taught them. You think I'm joking. I'm not. I am
so serious. You will fail. This cannot be put in the Bagpipe.”
			

-Dr. Fikkert, in Third World Economic Development, before saying something that he didn’t want to end up in the Bagpipe last spring.
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The Verdict
Yes...
you’ll make
it through
Christian Mind.
No...
it’s, like,
actually not
that hard.
Letters to the
editor are
welcome!
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu,
with “Letter to the Editor”
in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe, Box 689
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA
30750.
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we are really excited to hear from
the Rev. Smith this coming week,”
said Neal Conference Committee
member Hannah Copeland. “God
will certainly work through these
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on September 12. We found out later that
one of the terrorists flying the plane lived
just a few blocks away from my home.
My parents tried to shield me from a lot
of what was happening on the news, but
I had childhood friends whose parents
were killed. The mother of a family at my
church died on September 11 and no
remains were ever found. My next-door
neighbor, who worked at the World Trade
Center, was late to work that morning
and was the only person at her company
who survived. The mood in New York
was somber for a long time. I remember
being very scared whenever a plane flew
by. For weeks, cars were covered in ash. I
still worry about terrorist attacks and fear
bad things happening on the anniversary
of September 11. For so long after the
attack, American flags lined the street, and
churches were packed. Though so much
devastation happened that day and so
many fears remain with me, I began to
gain this great sense of God's protection
for me and His sovereignty over all. I was
only 11 when the attack occurred and
there's a lot that I didn't understand, but
because of that day, I am more proud to
be a New Yorker and more aware of my
need for a Savior.

unexpected events.”
While the speaker has
changed, the Neal Conference’s
guest band, Aradhna, is still
scheduled to play on Tuesday as
part of the festivities.
Aradhna uses traditional
Hindi instrumentation with
Christian themes in order to
encourage a cross-cultural dia-

logue amongst listeners.
“Band members grew up in
South Asia and really want to connect folks in the US to the music
of South Asia,” said Fitzpatrick.
Aradhna will play during an
entire 11 a.m. chapel on Tuesday
morning and at 8 p.m. on Tuesday
evening.
Students will have the opportu-

by Robbie Brown

news that I realized just how big of
a deal it really was. Mom reassured
us that Dad had been flying Navy
and was completely safe, but the
tension in the air and on the news
was unsettling. I have heard stories
from people who were alive during
JFK’s assassination, and during the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, saying
they remember exactly where they
were when the heard the news. I always thought it strange that a single
event could make you remember
the tiniest of details. But I will
forever remember learning orthography in the back row on the far left
when the World Trade Center was
destroyed.

robbie.brown@covenant.edu

I was in fifth grade, sitting in
the back row on the far left. My
teacher, Mrs. Prestidge, was teaching orthography (that’s what my
school called spelling) when the
headmaster’s voice came over the
PA instructing everyone to proceed
to the auditorium. I remember
wondering what could possibly be
so important that we would have
to take a break from orthography.
When we were finally seated, the
headmaster told us about the planes
crashing into the Twin Towers.
He asked if any of us had family
members who were flying that day,
and if they would stand up so we
could pray for them. My dad is a
pilot, and at the time was flying
for both the Navy and American
Airlines. Being in fifth grade, I
was never too sure of where my
dad was, but I remember my older
brother and sister both standing up.
I was confused. I realized that the
fact that my dad was flying was a
cause for fear, but I had never heard
of the World Trade Center before,
and I didn’t recognize the gravity of
what had just occurred. School was
let out early, and it wasn’t until we
got home and started watching the

by Calli-Jade Cleary
calli-jade.cleary@covenant.edu

When the Twin Towers fell, I was
sitting in our living room stuffing my chubby, homeschooled,
11-year-old face with goldfish.
I remember being really excited
that day because it was the day we
got our first TV. I recall jumping
up and down and hurrying into
the living room with my brother
Mitch to watch cartoons. However,
a VeggieTales episode soon turned
into footage of the 9/11 attack. I

nity to eat and talk with members of Aradhna at a luncheon
following chapel on Tuesday.
Other Neal Conference
events include a Monday chapel
led by students on the Neal
Conference Committee and an
ice cream social on the evening
of Friday, September 16.
felt like what I was watching wasn’t
real, like it was some historical
documentary about people who
had died decades earlier. I knew
from the moment the first speck
soared through the air that people
were jumping. I understood what
was happening, yet, at 11, I didn’t
quite grasp that those two smoky
skyscrapers meant war.
Looking back, it’s hard for me
to remember the attack for what
it was. I think that often we place
ourselves outside of situations to
deal with the emotions involved.
Most of the time, I feel as if my
grandmother was the one watching
the footage that day and not me.
Because people don’t talk about the
war or write songs about America
“sticking boots up asses” (though I
was never a big fan of this anyway)
anymore, it’s hard to remember
that 9/11, after ten years, is still
impacting us. It’s hard to remember that we were the ones who
watched. It’s hard to remember that
in a culture of ‘cling to the new,’
something in 2001 changed worldviews, the economic system, global
relations, and so much more. It’s
hard to remember that 9/11 isn’t
done changing us.
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Captain America
by Jonathan Auffarth
jonathan.auffarth@covenant.edu

Captain America: The First Avenger becomes
the last Avenger to hit theaters before next
summer’s major Marvel Studios event, The
Avengers. High-profile magazines critiqued
the film as an attempt at popcorn entertainment rather than an attempt to be art.
However, in a summer of excruciatingly
painful and desperate attempts to bring the
beloved superheroes of many passionate
by Corneliius Hegeman
cornelius.hegeman@covenant.edu

Watch this movie on the biggest screen
you can. Tree of Life, directed by Terrence
Mallick, had my mouth hanging wide
open for two hours and fifteen minutes.
My eyes stuck to the screen. I was ecstatic.
The main plot follows the childhood
memories of a middle-aged architect, Jack
O’Brien (Sean Penn). Jack’s first home
in Waco, Texas was an old house with a
large, beautiful tree in the front lawn. His
beautiful mother (Jessica Chastain) was
unconditionally loving and patient. His
father (Brad Pitt) was controlling and abusive. The development of his conscience
is vivid. The interactions and experiences
that impact him as he matures are strikingly familiar. It should bother you.
The movie is bold and experimental. It
takes phenomenal risks. Emotions that
cannot be verbalized are shown through
breathtaking, epic imagery of nebulae,
amoebae and other amazing spectacles.
The story is grounded in reality, but a reality that is deeper than what Hollywood
usually gives us. It is authentic to human
experience — even the parts we cannot
describe, like dreams and feelings.

fans to the big screen, this one hits the mark.
There was something refreshingly classic in its
craft, something thoughtfully constructed by
a true artist rather than thrown together for
eagerly awaiting fans. This artist I am referring to is, of course, director Joe Johnston,
and this film might just be his masterpiece.
If you were worried about whether or not the
star-spangled hero would translate well into live
action, I’m telling you he does (things sure have
come a long way from the 1990s version); and
if you simply didn’t care, I’m telling you — you

should. This movie is a blend of some of my
favorite movies — the kind I grew up watching as a kid (Indiana Jones, The Rocketeer).
Captain America captures what made those
adventure movies so great. While in the theater,
I kept telling myself, “They just don’t make
movies like this anymore.” Unlike comic blockANNIE
HUNTINGTON
busters
such
as The Dark Knight, you won’t find
any deep dark twists to his character. Instead,
Chris Evens plays a genuine hero who stands
for justice and wants to do what’s right, which
is ultimately what Captain America is all about.

Tree of Life
NEWCITYFILM.COM

I can’t guarantee that you’ll be as ecstatic as I
was. The second time I saw Tree of Life, the gentleman sitting behind me was not in ecstasy. The
movie started with a quote from Job. He made
some snide remark about the Bible, and the lady
next to him replied, “No, that’s a good chapter

— it’s about tolerance.” The movie progressed.
He went to the bathroom, came back, asked
his friend what he missed, and she recapped the
most recent fifteen minutes out loud. As the
movie reached its surreal yet emotionally riveting
climax, he muttered, “Give me a break.”

Evans’ straightforward character sets the film
apart from other superhero movies and modern
cinema in general, in which it seems everything
has to have a dark and gritty edge.
Apart from the nostalgia factor, I believe
this movie works because someone actually took the time to write a good Cap story
without getting bogged down in complexity.
It’s full of memorable characters played by
talented people who fit their roles (honorable
mentions include Tommy Lee Jones and Stanley Tucci). Hugo Weaving plays a diabolically
one-dimensional villain, but that is part of
what makes it great: the old-fashioned good
vs. evil dynamic, which is at the heart of comics in general. Johnston’s vision of the 1940s
landscapes is beautiful, especially old-timey
New York, and the merging of Cap’s science
fiction with Thor’s more fantastical elements
is seamless.
The film’s weakest elements occur at
the beginning of the third act where
everything gets a little too easy for Cap to
become the ultimate soldier without any
real training. He carelessly fights his way
through war-torn countrysides, beating
up baddies who pose no real threat. I’m
also not a fan of slow-motion action which
popped up now and again, but luckily the
film comes around and sets itself into the
weight of some semi-serious situations and
ultimately ends strongly.
Overall, it’s a fun movie, and as a fan, I was
smiling as I left the theater. I wouldn’t call it
a perfect movie, and I don’t think it surpasses
the caliber of the first Iron Man, but it’s certainly Marvel Studios at the top of their game.
I could tell that others in the theatre
identified with this man, but they were
just too polite to say so. Tree of Life
opened in very select theatres (at first,
NY and LA only). Most sites give it a B
rating. Audience ratings are even lower.
Despite its magnificent scale, it is still
an independent film, and to the average
viewer, it isn’t very accessible.
I loved Tree of Life because it thinks
the way I do. As an art student, I spend
twenty-plus hours a week abstractly processing what I see and feel so I can visually communicate it. Watching this movie
is viewing an artwork for two hours. It is
an audio-visual masterpiece. Tremendous
care went into every elaborate, elegant
angle; the tempo is brilliant; the acting is
engaging; the scenery is spectacular.
The first time I saw Tree of Life, I was
moved. I didn’t really know what to think.
I rode home in silence. I saw it a second
time with a friend of mine who’s an
engineering major, and he left the theatre
equally distressed and astonished.
Don’t expect to be casually entertained by
Tree of Life. Watch it to challenge your aesthetic and emotional comfort zone, and you
never know —it just might blow your mind.
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THE END

Dueling Potter Opinions
by Annie Huntington
annie.huntington@covenant.edu

I say Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows:
Part 2 is a winner. Is it a staunchly faithful
portrayal of a modern classic? No, not at all.
And that’s okay. My key to loving this movie
is a paradoxical act of mentally severing the
film from the book while at the same time
using the film as a visual gauge, tapping
into emotions that the book has built up in
me over the years. The ticket’s in connected
disconnect. Like its predecessors, I think the
greatness of Part 2 rests in catharsis, and I
don’t think that’s a bad thing. Call it what
you will — self-delusion, unfounded loyalty
to sentimentality, whatever — this film fills a
real pocket in my heart, and I call it a victory.
Part 2 has a lot of ground to cover and
pulls it off as gracefully as a film could. It
can’t be approached with a classical story
arch in mind — this is only the second half
of a story (and the conclusion of an even
larger narrative) and as such is primarily
climax and resolution. There aren’t many
character-building moments or pauses to
savor enchanting details, because there just
isn’t time. What we get instead is essentially
a series of quick, plot-driven bursts — and
while some might argue that these bursts
drain the magic from the story, I prefer to
think that they work in the film’s favor. Each
burst acts as an index that points to a gulf of
detail, nuance, and emotional reactions that
readers have collected over years of turning
pages. When Professor McGonagall lets slip

that now-notorious one-liner (“I’ve always
wanted to use that spell!”), I don’t see a forced
moment of comic relief that strays from the
novel; I see a needle indicating the complex
bravery and sass of this character that author
J. K. Rowling has implanted in my mind.
There are some things that Part 2 captures
with fist-pump-inspiring success. How about that
Polyjuice Potion’d Helena Bonham Carter nailing
hints of Hermione-ness? How about that dramatic entrance of the Order of the Phoenix into the
Great Hall, or that protective bubble expanding
over Hogwarts? The presence of some truly moving moments in this movie is undeniable.
Even those who have never read the
book may be able to forgive the slightly breezed-over plot complexities
with a hero like Neville Longbottom around. Sure, things get a little
cheesy sometimes, but cheese is
just sincerity that you aren’t buying.
Suspend your cynicism for a second.
Deathly Hallows: Part 2 may have
heralded the end of an era, but Potter’s
not going anywhere. The Harry Potter movies might age, but they’re strong enough to
stick around. “Stay with me,” Harry implores
his loved ones — implores us — in the Forbidden Forest during what he believes are his
last moments. “Stay with me.” And, like his
mother, my answer comes in the word that
captures the devotion pulsing through the
core of the entire series: always, Harry. Always.

by Andrew Mollenkof
andrew.mollenkof@covenant.edu

Harry Potter has been a roller coaster ride
for many in our generation. We have experienced the joy of books releasing and, in
turn, enjoyed each movie release. I myself
was a part of this whole “craze”. J. K. Rowling did something special with the Harry
Potter books and I fully acknowledge that.
However, I found the movies fairly underwhelming. Although I didn’t really enjoy
any of the Harry Potter movies, I think
the biggest let down of all was the grand
finale, Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 2.
While the movie series seemed
to grow progressively better, in
the end it fell flat on its face.
The Order of the Phoenix, although not a great movie, began to utilize a tone more in line
with that of the books. When Rowling started Harry Potter, it was for kids.
But as her audience aged, the books began
to take a darker turn. I was happy when
the movies began to get darker too. However, the darkness and sense of urgency that
is so apparent in the books is sadly never
truly realized in the final Harry Potter film.
In the end an overly campy atmosphere
seems to ruin the final battle for the “fate
of the world.” Jokes appear in several
of the more intense scenes, making a
notably serious premise lighthearted and
cheesy. Also, in a moment of sheer bad

VS.

Mischief managed.

screenwriting (this wasn’t in the book)
Neville Longbottom gives a speech
where he talks about keeping things
“alive in your heart.” Really? That line
was a winner? For the sake of argument,
let’s pretend that the jokes aren’t campy
and that his speech was good. Should I
then start pretending to love the movie?
Surprise! I have more reasons for disliking the film.
Aside from the bubblegum atmosphere
the film oozed, I personally did not like
that the film strayed from the books in
various arguably important ways. I am
not saying the film had to be exactly like
the book, but like my Great Aunt Jethusalah used to say, “Don’t rewrite good
writing.” I think in the end the problem
came down to the fact that the movie
needed to be “epic,” and somewhere
along the line someone decided the book
wasn’t “epic” enough. The result was a
disjointed story. In fact, many of my
friends who saw it but hadn’t read the
books were completely confused.
In the end, I feel like Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows was based off a
premise fit for adults, but was re-written
into something like a family film. The end
result left me feeling distinctly off balance.
Was it the worst movie I have ever seen?
No. Save that position for the Star Wars
Holiday Special or Troll 2. But I will say
that people need to admit they liked the
film because it was Harry Potter — not
because it was a good film.
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Behind the Times? Face Your Type

by Neil Clement

neil,clement@covenant.edu

Last week judiciaries in California rose up
and cut down a proposed ban on the circumcision of males under the age of 18. The 5-0
decision was made on the basis that such a
ban, in addition to violating rights of parental
authority and religious freedom, would
restrict a practice that provides many health
advantages and other benefits.
While many voices discouraged proposal
of a new state-wide statute, perhaps for good
reason, it seems that the minority group who
supported the ban was given little attention.
It is my opinion that the minority argument may have something to say to our
current understanding of the issue. For the
most part, American society has bought
into the belief that neonatal circumcision
is an important and beneficial procedure
and therefore most of us do not think of
it as a particularly tumultuous topic. The
recent Californian debate, however, raises
some good questions. The practice has its
opponents, and they have some compelling things to say on the issue. If nothing
else, the debate should cause us to examine our assumptions.
Those supporting the ban point out
that there are inherent ethical issues with
removing healthy, functioning genital tissue from a minor. Generally, circumcised
males do not get a say in a matter which
intimately concerns their own bodies.
Supporters also point out that in most
of the world, circumcision is viewed as
an archaic and brutal practice and possibly a violation of human rights. In fact,
America is one of the few developed nations where circumcision is still prevalent
for non-religious reasons.
Historians have been unable to discover
the true origins of circumcision with any
certainty, though there are many theories. It is generally agreed that to some
cultures, the practice would have been
some kind of rite of passage or religious
ritual, as we see in ancient Israel. To others, it may have been a symbol of shame,
inflicted on vanquished enemies. After the
conquests of Alexander the Great, however, the world began to fall in line with
Greek fashions, and circumcision became quite rare. It saw a great resurgence
around 1900, as the developed world
became aware of the existence of germs
and started encouraging circumcision for
hygienic reasons.
Today, circumcision is usually defended
by citing these same hygiene-related health
benefits, as in the above example of the
opposition to the proposed California
bill. While these benefits were certainly
relevant for the ancient cultures that began
the practice of circumcision, and even for

by Annie Huntington

those of the early 20th century, the health
risks have essentially been nullified by the
advent of routine medical examinations,
regular bathing practices, and the novel
invention of soap.
In many countries, circumcision has been
officially discouraged by health boards and
pediatric societies. Even the American Academy of Pediatrics has recognized that the data
regarding any potential health benefits is “not

I carry words with me always. They sit on thousands of tiny crooked shelves in my subconscious.
They jump the fence between thought and sound
wave with an instinctive crackle of brain cell and
tremor of vocal cord; they skydive from mind
to hand to paper, yanking that cord but looking
back all the while. Words and humans interact
in all sorts of ways — we create words, we speak

sufficient to recommend routine neonatal
circumcision.”
Given that circumcision is an extremely
painful, invasive procedure, and that the
evidence for any health benefits is tenuous at
best, we must ask ourselves if this practice is
really something we should be encouraging.
Certainly, religious freedom needs to be protected, and to ban the practices of entire cultures in our nation would be unwise. But the
recent legislation should lead us to consider
the other side of the issue. We should take
more care to examine our cultural practices
and assumptions.

words, we hear, digest, ponder, and sing them.
And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.
Words are a monstrous, beautiful mystery-gift,
overwhelmingly complex and ubiquitous. Words
are in a constant state of leaping around, but here
I’d like to focus on the leap from surface to eye
rather than the leaps out of mouths or into ears.
Some of the most culturally influential words are
words that are seen, and I think it’s a great idea
to devote some attention to the aesthetics of our
alphabet. We think about the words we say, but
how are we communicating visually?
The idea of translating a word from my head
into a graphic form excites me. Handwriting styles

annie.huntington@covenant.edu

differ from person to person just as uniquely as
noses, and I wish I could appreciate all of the differences in widely available typefaces as much as I
admire all of the differences in handwriting. But
some typefaces never fail to send a sickening shiver
down my spine. It’s not so much that Papyrus
and Comic Sans, for example, are inherently ugly.
Overuse isn’t even the main issue here. The real
problem is that typefaces like these have been
misused on a pandemic scale, leading to a common (if suppressed) perception of these designs as
savage blights on all of human communication.
Papyrus was created in 1983 by one 24-year-old
Chris Costello, who (according to an interview
with iheartpapyrus.com) “came up with what [he]
thought vernacular writing may have looked like if
the English language existed 2000 years ago.” Papyrus is a specialized typeface intended to echo the
look of ancient documents. It was hand-designed
just one year after the primitive personal computer was named “Machine of the Year” by Time
Magazine, but it ended up finding its way to the
fingertips of virtually every person with access to a
word processing program. This made it dangerously susceptible to widespread misapplication, which
can be seen anywhere from church bulletins to
cafe branding to “out of order” printouts slapped
recklessly onto vending machines. Almost thirty
years after its benign beginnings, the use of Papyrus
is now viewed as aesthetically irresponsible.
By abusing the intended function of a particular
typeface, it is possible to impose a self-inflicted stereotype and a sense of desperation onto your own
perfectly respectable content. If I see, for example,
a menu set in Papyrus, I am not reading “Chicken
Caesar Wrap.” I’m reading “We are classy and
Mediterranean. Do you believe us? Please say that
you believe us.” The font becomes a caricature of
itself. From the mouth of the designer himself:
“Today... I would not use [Papyrus] unless there
was some very unique application that called for
it.” On a similar note, Comic Sans will never not
imply that your audience is composed entirely of
children or baby animals. Design accordingly.
I don’t think Typography 101 is a prerequisite
to appreciating and perpetuating good, clean
type. I’m no expert on the topic. My interest in
the visual aspect of words is rooted in my days
as a miniature Microsoft Word nerd, a phase
which began in elementary school and lasted far
too long for anyone’s comfort. Have I ever employed Curlz MT beyond its intended scope of
use? Yes, I have. I’ve been there. I’ve made those
mistakes. This is my cautionary tale.
Let your words rise above the din of misused
design. Allow them to speak with their indoor
voices, dignified, emboldened by an appropriate
physique. The typeface you choose should be
an encouraging channel for your message, not
a distraction from it. Whether you’re announcing a campus event, a lost book, a kilter date, or
your current state of being out to lunch, take a
moment to consider what your font might be
subversively communicating. You have good
content; honor it. When in doubt, Helvetica.
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When Being Hip Hurts
Your new kicks may be giving the third world a kick in the face
by Grant Thomas
grant.thomas@covenant.edu

Do you own a pair of TOMS?
Then you could be hurting
the economies of at least 21
countries. That’s right — the
socially concerned, fair-tradecoffee-swilling Covenant College student, wearing a pair of
lacy-styled TOMS with When
Helping Hurts buried in his or
her book bag, may be part of
the global poverty problem.
TOMS is an outrageously
popular, trendy, and downright
comfortable line of shoes (and
now eyewear) that is booming
across capitalist America, and
it may be a prime culprit of
hurtful help. With their genius
buy-one-give-one (BOGO)
marketing tactic, TOMS has
managed to make consumers
feel better about spending $4498 on some canvas shoes and
now upwards of $135 on a pair
of sunglasses.
In addition to their BOGO tactic, TOMS also sponsors events
like “A Day Without Shoes” to

raise awareness about both their
movement and their product.
While this increased support for
shoeless third-world children is
good, one has to wonder if events
like this are as much marketing
ploy as they are social cause.
In response to “A Day Without
Shoes” and events like it, TOMS
critics have begun staging their
own events — perhaps most notably “A Day Without Dignity.”
Counter-events like this raise an
important question: If TOMS
shoe drops only solve problems
in the short-run, and perhaps
even do long-term damage, how
enthusiastic should we be about
upholding this company as a
paragon of social virtue?
The truth is that while TOMS
has branded itself as “conscientious” to make consumerism more
acceptable, it may be doing more
harm than good. TOMS are produced in three countries and are
handed out for free in 24 countries. These free handouts compete with local markets, creating
a loss of employment through a
decreased demand for shoes.

While free shoes may arguably
increase quality of life and, in
some cases, help stomp out footborne illnesses, in reality they
are little more than a band-aid
for internal economic bleeding.
There is not one country where
TOMS are being given out that
does not also sell shoes.
TOMS claims to have a
research team that responsibly
chooses who is eligible to receive
shoes, but the fact of the matter
is that they are still potentially
destroying long-run markets and
hindering entrepreneurship. The
lack of shoe distribution criteria
made available on their website
should at least give us cause to
pause before diving headlong into
the “social mission” of TOMS.
You’ve heard it said that
pumping money into poverty
is not very beneficial and can
be quite harmful. Well, TOMS
is essentially pumping shoes
into economies with limited
research or foresight. Infamous
shoe-throwing Iraqi journalist
Muntazer al-Zaidi will tell you
that throwing shoes in general

isn’t a very good idea. Unlike
former President Bush, however, foreign economies can’t
dodge the flying footwear and
may be in queue for a sharp
kick to the face.
Another question that deserves
answering is whether or not
providing free shoes is the most
economical and efficient use of
funding. Could money spent
in giving shoes away be more
effectively used for a variety of
other illness-preventing articles,
such as vaccinations and mosquito nets? These are questions
that TOMS has thus far failed to
provide satisfying answers for.
TOMS is a company with
giving at its core, but its main
purpose is not to help but to
profit. Giving shoes to the shoeless is a good thing to do, but if
a company is going to do it, they
have a responsibility to do it
well. TOMS is attempting to alleviate poverty without working
within poverty. Is it wise for us
to support this strategy? Good
intentions are not enough to
save the world.
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I’m a Believer
Lady Scots give us reason to look up this season

by Peter Wilkerson
peter.wilkerson@covenant.edu

The Lady Scots opened up
their soccer season on Thursday against Treveca Nazerene
University. Although the first
half contained some bright
moments for the Lady Scots,
they failed to find the back of
the net. But the score could not

stay 0-0 forever, and it was the
Lady Scots who struck first.
Freshman Teagan Wood beat her
defender and rocketed the ball
right at the goalkeeper to earn
a loose ball and a bit of confusion. Junior Amy Dykstra was
able to finish the play and score
the first goal of the Lady Scots’
season. Unfortunately, Treveca
was able to come back later in

the second half and score the
equalizer. Despite heading into
two overtimes, neither side was
able to score again and Covenant
had to settle for the tie.
The Lady Scots were back in
action on Saturday, but were unable
to hold off Dallas Baptist University, who scored twice en route to a
2-0 victory.
While the Lady Scots may be

young, they are not lacking for
talent. Coach Mark Duble started two freshmen in each game,
and they both showed that the
future for these Lady Scots will
be bright indeed. Teagan Wood’s
offensive speed and goalkeeper
Hannah Bales’ added defensive
prowess should keep the Lady
Scots at a highly competitive
level this season. This freshmen

flair compliments senior leadership from team captains Jane
Brandon and Dana Streufert.
After the tough weekend, junior
Kathryn Allison said, “The more
we play together and in our system, the better we will get. Right
now we’re still trying to figure
things out, but the future for us
is definitely bright.”

I Heard It Through the Grapevine
by John Drexler
john.drexler@covenant.edu

Who doesn’t love a little juicy
gossip? In the midst of Covenant’s
long transition into NCAA Division III, a few pervasive rumors
have surfaced around campus. So I
sat down with a few key figures to
do a little myth-busting, and get
my facts straight.
Rumor 1: Covenant College
spends upward of 12 percent of its
budget on athletics. This is an outrage, because tons of tuition dollars
are being spent on a tiny group of
students. False. Let’s start with the
numbers: According to Covenant’s

audited budget report from last
year, the school devotes less than 5
percent of its annual budget to athletics. In fact, when Covenant was
in its previous division, their athletic
budget frequently ranked smallest
among similarly sized schools. Vice
President Jeff Hall said, “We’re very
austere in our budget. Nearly onethird of students are involved in our
athletic programs, and the budget
is spent carefully to encourage the
best possible environment for our
athletes.” Covenant’s athletic budget
has grown in the past few years,
especially after adding a baseball
team. On the flip side, this program
broadens Covenant’s applicant base

for future years. Vice President Hall
added, “In the past, good students
didn’t come to Covenant, because
they wanted to play collegiate baseball. Now they can.”
Rumor 2: Major League scouts
frequent Covenant baseball games.
True. True and awesome. Scouts
from Major League Baseball clubs
sat in on several Scots games during their great 2011 season. The
scouts were most likely trying to
catch glimpses of star pitchers Tyler
Smith and Demarius Johnson.
Smith and Johnson are both seniors
now, and after their very successful summers in front of scouts at
various training camps, you can

expect to see both of them humiliating a few more batters and turning
a few more MLB scouts’ heads this
spring.
Rumor 3: Although Covenant
doesn’t technically offer athletic
scholarships any more, these scholarships have just been renamed things
like “Leadership Scholarship,” and
are still given exclusively to athletes.
False. NCAA standards strictly
enforce that Covenant does not
offer athletic scholarships to its
students. Although athletes can receive financial aid, Athletic Director
Tami Smialek said, “The Financial
Aid office is not even aware of who
is and is not an athlete — it is

sometimes referred to as “blind”
packaging... Athletics have no role
in the awarding of financial aid.”
Similarly, athletes are eligible for
scholarships like the Leadership
Scholarship, but are not awarded
on virtue of being an athlete, and
much of this scholarship goes to
non-athletes. Hall says that not
being able to offer athletic scholarships helps to bring even better
students to Covenant: “We look
for good students who also want
to be athletes. It’s not as if these
are athletes who have to complete
a couple easy courses in order to
graduate college. These are true
student-athletes.”

